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ABSTRACT: Controlling water adhesion is important for super-
hydrophobic surfaces in many applications. Compared with numerous
researches about the effect of microstructures on the surface adhesion,
research relating to the influence of surface chemical composition on
the surface adhesion is extremely rare. Herein, a new strategy for
preparation of tunable adhesive superhydrophobic surfaces through
designing heterogeneous chemical composition (hydrophobic/hydro-
philic) on the rough substrate is reported, and the influence of surface
chemical composition on the surface adhesion are examined. The
surfaces were prepared through self-assembling of mixed thiol
(containing both HS(CH2)9CH3 and HS(CH2)11OH) on the
hierarchical structured copper substrates. By simply controlling the
concentration of HS(CH2)11OH in the modified solution, tunable
adhesive superhydrophobic surfaces can be obtained. The adhesive force of the surfaces can be increased from extreme low
(about 8 μN) to very high (about 65 μN). The following two reasons can be used to explain the tunable effect: one is the number
of hydrogen bond for the variation of surface chemical composition; and the other is the variation of contact area between the
water droplet and surface because of the capillary effect that results from the combined effect of hydrophilic hydroxyl groups and
microstructures on the surface. Noticeably, water droplets with different pH (2−12) have similar contact angles and adhesive
forces on the surfaces, indicating that these surfaces are chemical resistant to acid and alkali. Moreover, the as-prepared surfaces
were also used as the reaction substrates and applied in the droplet-based microreactor for the detection of vitamin C. This report
provides a new method for preparation of superhydrophobic surfaces with tunable adhesion, which could not only help us further
understand the principle for the fabrication of tunable adhesive superhydrophobic surfaces, but also potentially be used in many
important applications, such as microfluidic devices and chemical microreactors.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, superhydrophobic surface becomes a new
research focus for the wide applications,1 for example: self-
cleaning,2−9 oil/water separation,10−13 antireflection,14 anti-
bioadhesion,15 fluidic drag reduction,16 and transportation of
microdroplet.17,18 Different applications need the surfaces with
different adhesions because it is the adhesive property that
ultimately determines the dynamic action of the liquid on the
surface.19 According to different mobility of water droplet on
the surfaces, superhydrophobic surfaces can generally be
divided into two kinds: one kind is superhydrophobic low-
adhesion surface,20−24 and the other kind is superhydrophobic
high-adhesion surface.25−28 Through numerous researches,
people find that different adhesions on these surface are
ascribed to different morphologies and microstructures that
would result in different wetting states for droplets on the
surfaces.26,29,30 Taking the inspiration of these findings,

dramatic efforts have been expended on design and fabrication
of rough substrates with controlled microstructures to realize
the tunable adhesion for water droplets.31−61 For instance,
construction the PDMS arrays with microbowls and microlens
structures through lithography;32 preparation of porous TiO2

nanostructured films with controlled pore sizes through
electrodeposition process;34 and construction of MnO2 surfaces
with nanorod, cactus, and meshlike structures through
hydrothermal process.35

In addition to microstructures, another factor, surface
chemical composition is also crucial in controlling the surface
adhesion. It is reasonable to expect that tunable adhesive
superhydrophobic surfaces can be prepared through controlling
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the surface chemical composition. In fact, such research is very
important because it can not only give us some new ideas to
design and fabricate novel tunable adhesive superhydrophobic
surfaces, but also help us further understand the principle for
fabrication such superhydrophobic surface. However, so far,
correlative research is still rare.62−65

Herein, using the self-assemble monolayer technique, we
prepared superhydrophobic surfaces with controlled surface
chemical compositions, and investigated the effect of surface
chemical composition on the water adhesion. In detail, the
hierarchical CuO was prepared first on copper foils and used as
substrates, then these substrates were modified with mixed
thiols (containing both HS(CH2)11OH and HS(CH2)9CH3) to
endow the substrates with heterogeneous chemical composition
(hydrophobic/hydrophilic). By simply controlling the concen-
tration of HS(CH2)11OH in the modified solution, tunable
adhesive superhydrophobic surfaces can be obtained, and the
adhesive force can be controlled from extreme low (about 8
μN) to very high (about 65 μN). In addition, the obtained
surfaces are chemically stable to acidic and basic water droplets.
These special abilities allows us demonstrate an application of
the surfaces in the droplet-based microreactor.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. HS(CH2)9CH3, HS(CH2)11OH, trichloro(propyl)silane

(Aldrich, Germany), (NH4)2S2O8, 2, 6-Dichloroindophenol sodium
salt, Copper foils (99.9%), NaOH, vitamin C, and ethanol were
purchased from Beijing Fine Chemical Co., China. Ultrapure water are
obtained from Milli-Q system (>1.82 MΩ cm).
Preparation of the Hierarchical Structured CuO on the

Copper Substrates. The process for the preparation of hierarchical
structured CuO on the copper substrate is similar as reported.66,67

Briefly, copper substrates were first sequentially cleaned with acetone,
ethanol, and ultrapure water, and then immersed into a solution
containing both NaOH (2.5 M) and (NH4)2S2O8 (0.1 M) for about 1
h. After that, these copper substrates were taken out, rinsed with
abundant ultrapure water and dried with N2. At last, these copper
substrates were heated at 120 °C for 1 h to complete dehydration and
followed by annealing at 180 °C for 2 h to form the CuO.

Modification the Hierarchical Structured Copper Substrates
with Thiol Molecules. The copper substrates with hierarchical
sturcured CuO were first covered with a Au layer in a sputter coater
(Leica EM, SCD500), after that, these copper substrates were put into
the thiols solution containing the HS(CH2)9CH3 and HS(CH2)11OH
for about 12 h. The mole fraction of HS(CH2)11OH in the solution
was changed from o to 1 and the whole concentration of the mixed
thiol in ethanol solution is fixed at 1 mmol L−1. At last, these substrates
were taken out, rinsed with abundant ethanol, and dried with N2.

Silanization Procedure. The surface prepared with XOH = 0.3
(XOH is the mole fraction of the HS(CH2)11OH in the modified
solution) was placed in a vacuum desiccators with a beaker containing
0.2 mL liquid trichloro(propyl)silane. A vacuum pump was used to
decrease the vacuum degree of the desiccator to about 5000 Pa and
this condition was kept for about 12 h. The trichloro(propyl)silane
would vaporize and react with the hydroxyl groups on surface. Then,
the substrates were washed with abundant ethanol and further dried
with N2.

Instrumentation and Characterization. The morphology of the
copper surface were observed using a field-emission scanning electron
microscope (HITACHI, SU8010). The contact angles, sliding angles,
advancing contact angles and receding contact angles were examined
on the JC 2000D5 (provied by Shanghai Zhongchen Digital
Technology Apparatus Co., Ltd.) at ambient temperature, the volume
of the test droplet is about 4 μL. The average values of contact angles
were attained by examing five different positions on one surface.
During the investigation of sliding angles, a 4 μL droplet was first
placed on the surface, and then the surface was tilted until the droplet
began to slide. The advancing contact angles and the receding contact
angles were acquired through increasing and decreasing the water
volume on the surface, respectively. The water with different pH was
obtained through adding hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide, and
the pH values were measured by a pH meter (PB-10, Sartorius). The
adhesive force of the surface was measured through a high-sensitivity
microelectromechanical balance (Dataphysics DCAT 11, Germany);
meanwhile, the process was recorded with an charge coupled device
(CCD) camera. A water droplet (4 μL) was first hung on a metal ring,
which has been fixed to the balance. The stage with the surface was
moved upward at a speed of 0.02 mm s−1, after contact with the
droplet, it started to move down. The maximum force recorded when
the droplet is just leaving the surface is defined as the adhesive force.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was examined using a X-ray diffractometer

Figure 1. (a, b) SEM images of the copper substrate with low and high magnifications, respectively. Inset in b is the magnified image of one
microsphere. (c) Cross-sectional view of the hierarchical CuO on the substrate. (d) XRD pattern of the as-prepared surface.
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(X’Pert Pro MPD, Philips, Netherlands) with Cu Ka radiation (λ =
0.15405 nm), the test range of 2θ is from 10 to 70°. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were attained with a K-Alpha
electron spectrometer using Al Ka (1486.6 eV) radiation (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Company). The deconvolution of the C1s was
conducted by means of XPS Peak processing software version 4.1. The
IR spectrum was obtained on the PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR
Spectrometer.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To obtain the superhydrophobic surfaces, a proper rough
structure is necessary.23 In this work, copper was chosen as the
substrate for its wide application in our daily life. The
hierarchical CuO on the copper substrate was fabricated by a
simple solution immersion process (more details see
Supporting Information Figure S1−S2).66,67 Briefly, a clean
copper foil was put into an aqueous solution containing NaOH
and (NH4)2S2O8 for about 1 h and further dried in an oven at
180 °C for about 2 h, then black CuO can be obtained on the
copper substrate according to the following equations:

+ +

→ + + +

Cu NaOH (NH ) S O

Cu(OH) Na SO NH H O
4 2 2 8

2 2 4 4 2 (1)

→ +
Δ

Cu(OH) CuO H O2 2 (2)

The morphology of the surface was investigated with a scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). From Figure 1a, one can observe
that the flower-like microspheres with diameters ranging from 3
to 5 μm standing on the nanowires arrays. Through the
amplified image (Figure 1b), it can be found that the
microsphere is composed of nanoslices, and the thickness of
one slice is about 35 nm (inset in Figure 1b). Furthermore, one
can also find that the nanowires under the microsphere are 50−
250 nm in diameter (see the Supporting Information, Figure

S3) and the total thickness of the film is about 15 μm (Figure
1c). As is known, surface with such hierarchical structures can
enhance the surface hydrophobicity to the superhydrophobic-
ity.3−6 The crystal structure of our surface was analyzed by the
X-ray diffraction (XRD). The result is in accordance with above
equations, and the obtained hierarchical structures are CuO. As
shown in Figure 1d, except those marked with stars that can be
ascribed to the copper substrate, all the indexed diffraction
peaks can be assigned to the monoclinic phase of CuO.67

To achieve the heterogeneous chemical composition on the
rough substrate, two different thiol molecules (HS(CH2)11OH
and HS(CH2)9CH3) were chosen for the modification of the
substrates.68−70 Figure 2a shows the X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectrum of the surface prepared
with XOH = 0.3 (XOH is the mole fraction of HS(CH2)11OH in
modified solution), one can observe the element Cu, O, C, and
S on the surface. From the high-resolution XPS spectra for C
1s, more information about the variation of surface composition
can be observed. On the surface modified with single
hydrophobic HS(CH2)9CH3 (XOH = 0, Figure 2b), the intensity
of C 1s peak at 284.8 eV ascribed to C−C/C−H is increased
apparently compared with that of the as-prepared CuO surface
(a weak peak can be found in the C 1s spectrum of CuO film is
ascribed to little impurity). When the XOH is increased, for
example XOH = 0.3 (Figure 2c), in addition to the increased
intensity, a new peak at 286.6 eV arises and can be ascribed to
C−O,66 indicating that the molecule HS(CH2)11OH has been
assembled on the surface successfully. Noticeably, one can also
find that with increasing the XOH in the modified solution, the
C1s peak intensity of C−O comparing with that of the C−C/
C−H is increased (Figure 2d), indicating that the amount of
surface hydroxyl groups can be increased as the XOH is
increased. From the above, it is reasonable to conclude that
through the self-assemble process, we can control the surface

Figure 2. (a) XPS survey spectrum of the surface prepared with XOH = 0.3 (XOH means the mole fraction of HS(CH2)11OH in modified solution).
(b) High-solution C 1s XPS spectra of the initial CuO surface and the surface modified with HS(CH2)9CH3. (c) High-solution C 1s XPS spectra of
the initial CuO surface and the surface prepared with XOH = 0.3. (d) Dependence of the ratio of IC−O/IC−C/C‑H on the XOH.
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composition by changing the composition of the mixed
solution.
The wetting performances of as-prepared surfaces were

investigated by the contact angle measurements. Before
modification, the CuO substrate is superhydrophilic, and the
contact angle is about 0° (see the Supporting Information,
Figure S4), however, after the modification, the phenomenon
would be different. From Figure 3a, it can be seen that the

surface can change from superhydrophobicity to super-
hydrophilicity, and the contact angles decrease from about
158 to 0° as the XOH is increased. As is known, the surface
wettability is controlled by both the microstructures and the
surface chemical compositions.71 In this work, all the copper
substrates have the similar geometrical microstructures and the
chemical composition is the main factor that influences the
wettability. As the XOH is increased, more hydrophilic hydroxyl
groups would be assembled on the copper substrate, together
with the enhanced effect of the hierarchical structures,72,73 the
contact angles on the surfaces would decrease from very high
(larger than 150°) to extremely low (about 0°).
In this work, the surface adhesion is our major interest. From

Figure 3a, one can observe that when the XOH is increased from
0 to 0.3, all the surfaces have similar superhydrophobicity with
contact angles larger than 150°, whereas the dynamic properties
are rather different (in this work, the superhydrophobic
adhesion is our interest, thus the surface prepared with XOH
> 0.3 will not be considered in the following research for the
loss of superhydrophobicity; for more discussion about the
superhydrophobicity of the surfaces prepared with XOH = 0−
0.3, see the Supporting Information, Figure S5). On the
surfaces prepared with XOH = 0 and 0.1, a water droplet can roll

with a low sliding angle less than 4° (Figure 3b). When the XOH
is increased to 0.2, the sliding angle increases to about 12°,
further increasing the XOH to 0.3, one can find that the water
droplet would be pinned on the surface (inset in Figure 3b, the
sliding angles 90° represents the water droplet is pinned on the
surface; for more information, see the Supporting Information,
Figure S6). In this work, the contact angle hysteresis (CAH) for
the droplets on these surfaces were also investigated, and
different dynamic performances of the droplets can be ascribed
to different CAH.74 As shown in Table 1, it can be seen that

with an increase in the XOH, the CAH increases. From the
above, it can be concluded that by simply changing the XOH of
the modified solutions, the water mobility on the surfaces can
be controlled.
Different dynamic performances mean the surfaces have

different adhesions. Herein, the adhesive forces of the obtained
surfaces were examined accurately by a high-sensitivity
microelectromechanical balance system. As shown in Figure
4a−c, for the presence of adhesive force, the droplet has some
distortion after contact with the surface (prepared with XOH =
0.3). Figure 4d shows the force−distance curves for the
superhydrophobic surfaces obtained with different XOH. It can
be observed that the maximum adhesive force for the as-
prepared surfaces is different, and increases from about 8 μN to
65 μN as the XOH is increased from 0 to 0.3 (Figure 4e).
To have a good understanding of the water-adhesion

behavior on the as-prepared surfaces, we carefully analyzed
the mechanism that influences the adhesive force. It is believed
that the tunable effect of the adhesion can be explained as the
following two reasons: one is the different number of hydrogen
bonds for the variation of surface chemistry; the other is the
variation of liquid/solid contact area because of the capillary
effect that results from the combined effect of hydroxyl groups
and microstructures on the substrate. When the substrate was
modified with single HS(CH2)9CH3 (XOH = 0), all the
molecules on the surface are hydrophobic and only water-
repellent force is present (Figure 5b), the interaction between
the surface and the water droplet is extremely weak and a layer
of air can be trapped among the surface microstructures (Figure
5a). Therefore, a water droplet can roll with a low sliding angle
on the surface (Figure 3b) and the surface shows a low adhesive
force (Figure 4b). When the XOH is increased, more hydroxyl
groups would be assembled on the surface. As is known,
hydroxyl group is a common hydrophilic group and can form
hydrogen bond with the water molecules,75 thus on the surface,
in addition to the water-repellent force provided by the alkyl
groups, a new water-adhesive force arises for the appearance of
hydrogen bonds (Figure 5d), and such water-adhesive force
increases as the XOH is increased because more hydrogen bonds
would be produced. In addition to the chemical factor, surface
microstructures are also important for the surface adhesion
because it would be helpful in the variation of the liquid/solid

Figure 3. Dependence of (a) contact angle and (b) sliding angle on
the XOH, respectively. Insets are the shapes of a water droplet (4 μL)
on the related surfaces.

Table 1. Advancing Contact Angles (θa), Receding Contact
Angles (θr) and the CAH (Δθ = θa − θr) for the Surfaces
Modified with Different Solutions (XOH = 0−0.3)

XOH

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

θa (deg) 159 158 155 153
θr (deg) 157 155 146 125
Δθ = θa − θr (deg) 2 3 9 28
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contact area. In the case of surface modified with pure
hydrophobic HS(CH2)9CH3, the microstructure has a crucial
role in decreasing the liquid/solid contact area for the presence
of air among the microstructures (Figure 5a).26 Whereas when

the XOH is increased and hydroxyl groups were introduced onto
the surface, because the hydrophilic property of hydroxyl
groups, water can enter into the microstructures on the surface
for the capillary effect,73,75 thus increasing the contact area
between the surface and water droplet (Figure 5b), which can
also be proved by the results derived from the Cassie equation

θ θ= −f fcos cosc 1 2 (3)

where (θc) and (θ) and are the water contact angles of the
hierarchical structured copper substrate and the flat copper
substrate after assembling with mixed thiols, respectively, f1 is
the fraction of solid substrate in contact with water, and f 2 is
the fraction of air in contact with water, (i.e., f1 + f 2 = 1). In this
work, θ are 100, 99, 96, and 94° for the surface modified with
XOH = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S5). Correspondingly, the θc on rough
surfaces are 158, 157, 155, and 152° (Figure 3a), respectively.
According to the above equation, the liquid/solid contact
fraction for the surfaces prepared with XOH = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3
are 0.088, 0.094, 0.106, and 0.125, respectively, indicating that
the liquid/solid contact area increases as the XOH is increased.
Thus, the increase of the surface adhesion with increasing the
XOH is not only because of the appearance of hydrogen bonds,
but also for the increased liquid/solid contact area. Therefore,
as shown in Figure 4b, the adhesive force increases as XOH is
increased.
From the above explanation, it can be found that the amount

of the hydroxyl groups on the surfaces is a crucial factor in this
work to tune the surface adhesion. To further prove the effect
of the hydroxyl groups on the surface adhesion, the surface
prepared with XOH = 0.3 was treated with trichloro(propyl)-
silane (TLPS) to decrease the amount of hydroxyl groups on
the surface. From the IR spectrum (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S7), it is easy to find that compared with
the original surface, a new broad peak at 970−1180 cm−1

assigned to the Si−O vibration appears after reacting with the
TLPS, indicating that the propyl groups have been successfully
grafted onto the surface via the reaction between the silane and
the hydroxyl groups. This resulted in the decrease in hydroxyl
group content. Then it would be reasonable to expect that the
water-adhesive force should be weakened whereas the water-
repellent force should be strengthened. The results of the
dynamic wettability measurements show that after reaction with
TLPS, the surface transformed from the high adhesive pinning
stated to the low adhesive rolling state, and a water droplet can
roll with a sliding angle lower than 5° on the surface (see the
Supporting Information Figure S8). These results further
demonstrate that hydrophilic hydroxyl groups contribute to
water adhesion and the adjustment of the hydroxyl group
amount can modulate the surface adhesion.
In addition to the tunable adhesion, the obtained surfaces

exhibit a good acid/base-resisting property. As shown in Figure
6, as the water pH is changed between 2 and 12, the contact
angles and the adhesive forces have no apparent variation
within the errors. The surface has the similar contact angles and
adhesive forces for acid/basic water droplets with that of the
neutral water droplet, means that the surfaces have a particular
chemical stability. Furthermore, the surfaces can retain such
stability even after at least 2 months without special protection,
indicating that the surface possesses good durability.
These special abilities allow the obtained surfaces to be used

in a wide range of applications, for example, in the droplet-

Figure 4. Dynamic adhesion measurement on the as-prepared surface:
(a−c) CCD images for a typical measurement process. (d) Force−
distance curves on the superhydrophobic surfaces prepared with XOH =
0, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. (e) Dependence of the adhesive force on
the XOH.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of liquid/solid interactions: (b) when
the surface is modified with single hydrophobic HS(CH2)9CH3, (a)
the water droplet resides in the low adhesive composited state with
little liquid/solid contact area; (d) as the HS(CH2)11OH is increased,
the hydrogen bond between the water molecules and the hydroxyl
groups would be formed; (c) meanwhile, the liquid/solid contact area
can be increased because of the capillary effect results from the
combined effect of hydrophilic hydroxyl groups and microstructures
on the surface, thus increasing the surface adhesion.
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based microreactors. Recently, such droplet-based micro-
reactors especially the drop-to-drop settings have shown
prominent advances in enzymatic kinetics protein crystalliza-
tion, and some other biochemical reactions.76−78 Herein, we
demonstrate an application of the obtained superhydrophobic
surfaces in the droplet-based microreactors for the detection of
vitamin C. As shown in Figure 7, the obtained super-
hydrophobic surfaces with different adhesive forces were used
as the reaction substrates, and a metal ring was used to
transport the water droplets. A water droplet (5 μL) containing

2,6-dichloroindophenol sodium salt, which is suitable for the
vitamin C detection and shows dark blue was first put on a low
adhesive superhydrophobic surface, and then was carried by the
metal ring (Figure 7a−d), subsequently, this droplet was used
to contact with another water droplet containing the vitamin C
depositing on a high adhesive superhydrophobic surface
(Figure 7e, f). After contact, the two droplets coalesced and
the color of the microdroplet disappeared for the reaction
between 2,6-dichloroindophenol sodium salt and vitamin C
(Figure 7g−i). At last, because of the high adhesion, the final
droplet would be transferred from the metal ring to the surface
(Figure 7j−l, see the Supporting Information, Figure S9). Thus
a qualitative detection of vitamin C was completed assisted by
our surfaces.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a facile approach was developed to fabricate
superhydrophobic surfaces with controlled adhesion based on
design of heterogeneous chemical composition on the
hierarchical structured CuO substrate. By simply changing the
concentration of HS(CH2)11OH in the modified solution
(containing both HS(CH2)11OH and HS(CH2)9CH3), tunable
adhesive surfaces can be obtained and the adhesive force can be
controlled between extremely low (∼8 μN) and very high (∼65
μN). The tunable effect can be explained as the following two
reasons: one is the different number of hydrogen bond for the
variation of surface chemistry; and the other is the variation of
liquid/solid contact area because of the capillary effect that
results from the combined effect of hydroxyl groups and
microstructures on the substrate. Noticeably, the obtained
surfaces have excellent chemical resistance to acid and alkali. At
last, we provide a demonstration of application of our surfaces
in the droplet-based microreactors for the detection of vitamin
C. The results reported here would be useful for further
understanding the influence of the surface chemistry on the
surface adhesion, which is crucial for the design and preparation
of surfaces with controlled adhesion. Meanwhile, because of the
tunable adhesions, the obtained surfaces are potentially useful
in many applications, such as microfluidic devices, no-loss water
droplet transportation, and droplet-based biodetection.

Figure 6. Statistics of the (a) contact angles and (b) adhesive forces
for a water droplet with different pH values on the surfaces prepared
with XOH = 0 and 0.3, respectively.

Figure 7. Applying the tunable adhesive superhydrophobic surfaces in the droplet-based microreactor. (a−d) Water droplet (5 μL) containing 2,6-
dichloroindophenol sodium salt was transported from a low adhesive superhydrophobic surface to the metal cap. (e, f) Coalescence of the droplet to
another droplet (5 μL) containing vitamin C on the high adhesive superhydrophobic surface. (g−i) After contact, the two droplets coalesced and the
color disappeared for the reaction between 2,6-dichloroindophenol sodium salt and vitamin C. (j, l) The final droplet would be transferred from the
metal ring to the high adhesive surface.
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